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An overview on emerging industry and consumer trends 
influencing the future of F&B, highlighting strategic 
opportunities for land and asset owners. 

Over the last few years society’s demands and approach to F&B has 

dramatically altered. The highs and lows of the casual dining market, 

the informalisation of fine dining and the rapid expansion of the 

Food Hall concept. Alongside this, we have seen a social shift with 

an increase in ‘experience led expenditure’, illustrated through the 

introduction of niche, time limited pop-ups, large format leisure brands 

such as Swingers, Crystal Maze etc and the conversion of both retail 

and redundant spaces transforming into flexible, blended community 

focused areas. 

Looking ahead to the food destinations of tomorrow, we identify the 

opportunities in this highly competitive landscape and highlight the 

most important factors to consider when developing engaging F&B 

environments.
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THE FUTURE ECONOMY 



65% of people said they’d 
carry out online research 
to verify the authenticity 
of a brand’s purpose and 
pro-social outcomes. 

1. THE FUTURE ECONOMY 

Reimaging and Regenerating Space

Globally, Cities are set to grow and become more densely populated, according to the UN. 

By 2050 over 65% percent of the world’s population will live in urban areas. This poses big 

challenges for urban planning and opportunities for land and asset owners. In recent years 

we’ve seen developers who present flexible, diverse, socially conscious concepts favoured 

by governing bodies and consumers. 

The demand upon land, coupled with the ailing high street and fluctuating retail market, 

poses opportunities specifically for those that are poised for a radical rethink on their 

long-term objectives. Retail and leisure will always be strong drivers for footfall, but a 

more diverse and fluid approach will be key. Consideration should be given to ‘focussed 

concepts’ - specific consumer groups, residential opportunity, localisation and integration 

into the existing communities/local structures and cultures. 

In this new era land/asset owners should define and protect the perfect balance of 

commerciality, culture and community. Opening up redundant spaces or making those 

ailing sites work harder and smarter – transforming them into new desirable destinations. 

Reimaging iconic assets, breathing life into neglected and forgotten spaces holds real value 

in consumers’ eyes, sparking instant interest.

Intu identified that it 
has 470 acres of land, 
with potential for 
development for 5,000 
homes and 600  
hotel rooms.



1. THE FUTURE ECONOMY: EXAMPLES TO INSPIRE

The Gramophone, London: 
Redevelopment of former pressing 
plant

The latest project by Really Local Group is 
‘a world class cultural and creative hub’ for 
Hayes, which received a £1.2m funding boost 
from the Mayor of London’s growth fund. The 
Gramophone venue is being developed inside 
The Old Vinyl Factory, a former pressing plant 
with significance in the global music industry. 
The venue will include a cinema, live music 
and interactive exhibition spaces working in 
partnership with EMI Archive. 

Axiom, Yorkshire: Regenerating an 
underserved retail and leisure location

A 106 acre ‘Brand Playground’, delivering 
a customer focused community experience 
combining retail, F&B and leisure within an 
evolving and innovative format.  
 
Opening in 2022.

Industry City, Brooklyn, USA: Industrial 
area to urban cultural movement

An innovation ecosystem consisting of sixteen 
buildings acting as a community hub for artists, 
musicians, entrepreneurs and designers with a 
vast food hall, events space, fitness clubs and 
maker-spaces. Described as ‘bigger than work, 
a movement’.

 



NURTURING LANDLORD



15% of restaurant 
owners name high 
operating and food 
costs as the biggest 
challenges to their 

overall success. 

2. NURTURING LANDLORD 

Providing a viable platform for small producers 

 

In recent years we’ve seen a boom in foodie culture and in turn consumers’ growing 

interest in local, artisan produce that feels honest, authentic and that has provenance. This 

combined with an awareness and concern for sustainability has seen an increase in the 

number of independent, home-grown F&B concepts. 

 

93% of UK consumers would be willing to pay more for clothing, food and other items 

made in the UK, up from 50% in 2013.   

 

However, soaring rates can make it challenging for small businesses to survive in a 

competitive market. This poses big opportunity for land and asset owners to adopt a 

nurturing mindset, becoming a supportive hub of innovation for F&B entrepreneurs.

Nurturing landlords can offer affordable retail space on a flexible or short-term basis 

providing a low risk opportunity for small/new businesses to reach consumers, whilst at the 

same time the landlord benefits from having an evolving concept – creating a fresh interest 

for their consumers. 

 

Food Halls are a perfect example of this format in action. Some of the new halls are even 

acting as business incubators, providing much needed commercial guidance and communal 

kitchen space. Detroit’s newest food hall, Fort Street Galley, set up a competition where 

businesses pitched for a place with the locals judging the results – creating a ‘story’, 

providing exposure to a multitude of brands, driving footfall and attracting a new customer 

base.



2. NURTURING LANDLORD 

Tastemakers, Washington DC: Food 
incubator

Opening in April last year, Tastemakers acts 
as a food incubator meeting the needs of 
local producers and a food hall that also host 
events such as cooking classes and workshops, 
movie nights and wine tasting. Described as ‘a 
community all about food, bringing together 
the taste makers and taste testers of the DC 
food scene’. 
 

Baltic Market, Liverpool: Platform for 
independents

A street-food market based within Cain’s 
Brewery, conceived by the people at 
Independent Liverpool who built on the food 
and drinks festivals they were running, to 
create a space that could host food traders, 
independent artists and local food producers. 
The market offers young and independent 
food businesses a platform to reach consumers 
without the financial risk.

WeWork Food Labs, NYC: Co-work 
space for food start-ups

WeWork have opened a co-work concept 
in Chelsea New York specifically for food 
producers. The WeWork Food Labs is a co-work 
space, innovation lab and events space, acting 
like an incubator for small food entrepreneurs. 
WeWork will contribute $1million in equity 
investments to a group of member start-ups.

 



EVOLVING LIFESTYLE  
ENVIRONMENTS 



72% of Millennials 
would like to increase 
their spending on 
experiences rather than 
physical things next 
year. 

3. EVOLVING LIFESTYLE ENVIRONMENTS

Flexible concepts meet consumers rapidly changing tastes 

Consumers tastes are evolving faster than ever. Social media provides a constant flow of 

inspiration on the next new lifestyle trend whether it be food, beauty, fashion, home décor, 

holiday destination or drink of choice. 

Catering for such rapidly changing tastes can be a real challenge for traditional static retail 

and F&B spaces; especially in light of the current era of the experience economy (people 

choosing to spend money on experiences rather than items) which has seen 

entrepreneurial, home-grown F&B concepts flourish.

Shopping Centre landlords are focused on having around 80 percent permanent 

food concepts and 20 percent that can be regularly changed.* 

The flexible food hall format poses huge opportunity to provide evolving experiences, 

taking inspiration from the social references from consumer trends and tastes. Creating 

destinations where people can access the best of culture within a city all under one roof.

*Source - JLL Real Views



3. EVOLVING LIFESTYLE ENVIRONMENTS

Mare Street Market, London: Trend led 
social hangout

Mare Street Market, East London combines 
lifestyle, retail, F&B and leisure in a neat 
solution. Featuring an accessible coffee bar and 
wine shop, moving further into the area flexible 
units provide retail opportunity alongside a 
podcast studio. Central to the main space is 
a bar sat alongside a beer and BBQ garden. 
Complementing this is a more formal dining 
area, dressed by Pure White Line’s  
pop-up retail display. 
 

Neighbourhood Goods, Texas: Curated 
store experience

A start-up redesigning the department store. 
Neighbourhood Goods is ever-evolving, home 
to a collection of different brands that behave 
more like pop-ups, continuously creating 
new experiences. The store also houses a 
restaurant, bar and communal space used for 
speaking events and art installations.

QUEENMAMA Market, Seoul: Lifestyle 
space

QUEENMAMA is a collection of carefully 
selected artisan products and feels more like 
browsing a beautiful flea market than a regular 
store. The founders see the brands featured 
as their collaborators and the space as a 
community platform. Spread over four floors 
the market includes a bookshop and a café.

 



COLLECTIVE  
COMMUNITIES 



50% of UK 
workforce to  
work remotely  
by 2020. 

4. COLLECTIVE COMMUNITIES 

Enhance local culture and support communities 

A sense of community can often feel distant in today’s society as an increasing number of 

people live nomadic lifestyles, work remotely and live alone. We are ever more connected 

digitally but somehow feel a lack of opportunity to connect with like-minded people in 

real life. Brands and businesses that bring individuals together to create new communities 

around shared interests, values and lifestyles will be most appealing in the coming years. 

The success, to date, of the food hall concept can, in part, be associated with the social 

hubs that many have become; flexible, casual spaces with communal seating and shared 

dishes catering for a variety of tastes and diets. Perfect places for groups of friends and 

families to socialise and feel part of a wider community. 

We see the most directional new developments taking the concept of ‘community hub’ 

even further, becoming mixed use developments bringing together a blend of art and 

culture, spaces to play, live, socialise, work, eat and shop. These are holistically lifestyle 

focused allowing people to engage on a more human level.



4. COLLECTIVE COMMUNITIES: EXAMPLES TO INSPIRE

The Collective: Community focus in 
mixed use developments

The Collective developments are designed 
to bring people together, ‘fiercely passionate 
about creating happy, inspired communities’. 
They include private living spaces and shared 
amenities; bars and restaurants, gyms, cinemas 
and co-workspaces. The Collective’s North 
London development, The Collective Old Oak 
can be home to 500 people. Members of the 
community are encouraged to take part in and 
even run events including live music, coding 
classes and film nights. 
 

Made by We, New York City: 
Community hubs over offices

‘Made by We’ is a new concept from the We 
Company (the company behind WeWork) 
offering co-work facilities with a community 
focus. With the aim of supporting businesses 
within the community, the space includes retail 
opportunities for members to sell items they 
produce including fashion and travel goods. 
Described by the We Company as a ‘new town 
square’ the space also features a café that’s 
open to the public.

New Balance: Nice community hubs 
created by brands

New Balance have opened their first pub, ‘The 
Runaway’. Customers pay for drinks with the 
miles they’ve run and logged through social 
tracking app Strava, created to support runners 
training for upcoming marathons. The upstairs 
features a full bar, while downstairs runners can 
use the gym to complement their training.
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We would love to share more insights  
with you and discuss the impact they have  
on your estates and commercial ambitions.
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